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OBJECTIVES

A] Lanthanoids
1. Introduction
2. electronic configurations 
3. oxidation states
4. colour and spectra
5. magnetic properties
6. lanthanide contraction
7. occurrence and separation of lanthanides (ion exchange 

method). 

B] Actinoids
1. Introduction
2. position in periodic table
3. electronic configuration
4. oxidation states
5. General methods of preparation of Transuranic elements-

i) Neutron capture followed by β decay 
ii) Accelerated projectile bombardment 
iii) Heavy ion bombardment

6.   IUPAC nomenclature of the super heavy elements with 
atomic number (Z) greater than 100. 
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INNER TRANSITION ELEMENTS

The elements in which the additional electrons enters

(n-2)f orbitals are called inner transition elements.

The valence shell electronic configuration of these

elements can be represented as (n – 2)f0-14(n – 1)d0-

1ns2.1ns2.

4f inner transition metals are known as lanthanides

because they come immediately after lanthanum and

5f inner transition metals are known as actinoids

because they come immediately after actinium.



ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION



Some facts in electronic configuration 
of lanthanides

1. Three incomplete shells

2. Place between Ba (56) and Hf (72)

3. Addition of electrons in 4f sub-energy level3. Addition of electrons in 4f sub-energy level

4. Similarities in properties

5. Anomalous behavior found in Gd and Lu



OXIDATION STATES

Predominantly +3 oxidation state.

This irregularity 
arises mainly from 
the extra stability 
of empty, half filled 
or filled f subshell.

Occasionally +2 and +4 ions in 
solution or in solid compounds are 
also obtained.

or filled f subshell.



























































Ln3+ 
(aq.) + 3HR(s)                               LnR3(s) +3H+ 

(aq.)
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Identity Symbol Charge Mass (amu)

helium nucleus α +2 4.001506

electron −β −1 0.000549

Photon(gamma 
radiation) γ — —

neutron n 0 1.008665

proton p +1 1.007276

positron +β +1 0.000549




































